
  Bingo Lingo Quiz   
Patterns of bingo-friendly letters (mnemonic: C-A-T-N-I-P    H-O-L-D-E-R-S)  

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Starts with bingo-friendly letter pattern TAI- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

AACGHILT confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey) [n] 

AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

AAFILNST fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n] 

AFIILNST fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

AGIILNST part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n] 

AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

AEILLSST having no tail [adj] 

AEILLRTU woman's tailored suit [n -S] 

AEIIKLLT resembling tail [adj] 

ADEILORT to fit with clothes [v] 

AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

AILNPSTU to spin headlong down toward earth [v] 

ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

AGIINNTT to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 
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ANSWERS 

TAIGLACH AACGHILT teiglach (confection consisting of balls of dough boiled in honey) [n TAIGLACH] 

TAILBACK AABCIKLT member of backfield in some football formations [n -S] 

TAILBONE ABEILNOT coccyx (bone of spine) [n -S] 

TAILCOAT AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

TAILFANS AAFILNST TAILFAN, fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n] 

TAILFINS AFIILNST TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

TAILGATE AAEGILTT to drive dangerously close behind another vehicle [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TAILHOOK AHIKLOOT hook lowered from tail of aircraft to engage braking cable [n -S] 

TAILINGS AGIILNST TAILING, part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

TAILLESS AEILLSST having no tail [adj] 

TAILLEUR AEILLRTU woman's tailored suit [n -S] 

TAILLIKE AEIIKLLT resembling tail [adj] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TAILPIPE AEIILPPT exhaust pipe [n -S] 

TAILRACE AACEILRT part of millrace [n -S] 

TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TAILSPUN AILNPSTU TAILSPIN, to spin headlong down toward earth [v] 

TAILWIND ADIILNTW wind coming from behind moving vehicle [n -S] 

TAINTING AGIINNTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 
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